Introduction
The superextension A(Z) of a normal space Z is the set of all maximal linked families of closed subsets of Z, equipped with a Waliman-type topology. This construction was first devised by De Groot [4] as a part of his program to characterize complete regularity in terms of closed subbases. Since then, superextensions have been studied from other viewpoints by a variety of authors, and several attractive results have come out: Van Mill's result [lo] that A(Z) is homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube if Z is a nondegenerate metric continuum; the author's result [ 141 that A(Z) has the Lefschetz fixed point property if Z has finitely many components; a result of that the equivalence of the statements 'A(Z) is first countable ' and 'A(Z) is metrizable' is undecidable in ZFC; and Ivanov's results [6, 7] on characterizing compacta Z for which A(Z) is an AR(compact) or an AR( dim 0). Many proofs in superextensions involve some sort of 'convex structure' which is naturally available on A(Z). We will briefly describe the axiomatics and some relevant properties of convex structures below. These structures were also used in [ 151 to define pseudo-boundaries and pseudo-interiors on certain topological spaces, and the resulting theory led to a proof that many convex sets in A(Z) (Z a metric continuum) are homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube. It is therefore natural to ask whether all nontrivial compact convex sets are Hilbert cubes. In the present paper, we settle this problem in the affirmative. The main ingredient of the proof is a selection theorem for convex structures [16] . Some related open problems are described.
2. Preliminaries 2.1. Abstract and uniform convex structure. A convex structure consists of a set X and a family % of 'convex' subsets of X, subject to the following conditions:
(1) 0 and X are convex; (2) the intersection of a family of convex sets is convex; (3) the union of an updirected family of convex sets is convex. The family % is also called a convexity on X. Reference to % (or to an eventual topology on X) is suppressed.
It is assumed throughout that all singleton sets are convex. The convex hull co(A) of a set AC X is defined the obvious way. If the set A is finite, then co(A) is also called a polytope, and if A consists of two points U, v, then CO{LJ, v} is called the interval between u and v. A half-space of X is a convex set with a convex complement.
The convex structure X satisfies the separation axiom S, provided for every two disjoint convex subsets C, D there is a half-space H with Cc H, DcX\H.
A function from X to another convex structure Y is convexity preserving if it inverts convex subsets of Y into convex subsets of X. Other concepts, like relative convexity on a subset, are self-defined.
In many cases, X also carries a topology making all polytopes compact. Assuming this to be the case, X is called unzjiormizable (metrizable) as a 'topological convex structure' provided there is a (metric) uniformity inducing the X-topology and being compatible with the X-convexity in the following sense. With the topology, generated by the closed subbase 9, the space A(Z) is called the superextensiori of Z. It is compact and Hausdorff, and there is a natural embedding of Z into A(Z). See [9, 181 for details. The family of all updirected unions of intersections of subfamilies in Y is the convexity generated by P'. It is regarded to be the canonical convexity of A(Z). In general, a convexity is determined by its polytopes in the sense that a set is convex iff it includes the hull of each of its finite subsets. The A(Z)-convexity can be described alternatively as follows. For m, ml, . . . , mk in A(Z), mEco{m,,...,mk} iff mcm,u'.'umk.
The convexity of A(Z) is always S,, and it has the following binarity property: if 9 is a finite collection of pairwise intersecting convex sets, then n 9 # 0. This is perhaps the most important property of superextensions; a more detailed account will be given below.
Let us list a few other properties needed later.
(1) If Z is connected, then so is A(Z) [18,111.4 .1]; (2) If Z is compact metrizable, then so is A(Z) [18, IV. The author proved in [15,7.6 ] that, in the same circumstances, every nondegenerate closed half-space of A(Z) is a Hilbert cube. We note that the points which form singleton half-spaces of A(Z) (the extreme points) correspond to the points of Z, as we observed in [15] .
Binary convexity.
A convex structure, satisfying the above quoted binarity property, is called a binary convex structure. For examples and background information, see [17] .
Due to the complicated nature of the points of A(Z), computations in A(Z) tend to be cumbersome.
It is more economical to work on the general level of binary convexity, and to fill in specific properties of superextensions where they are needed. The following is a frequently used tool. For a moment, let X merely have the separation axiom S,, and let b E X. The relation sb, defined by u sbv iff u~co{b, v} determines a partial order on X, called the base-point order of b. On co{b, a}, the orders d,, and sa are mutually inverse. If X is also binary, then each interval co{& a} becomes a (distributive) lattice under < b. Every convex set is downdirected under sb. Certain convex sets C have a minimal-hence a smallest-element for cb. Such a point is called the nearest-point of b in C, and we will denote it by p(b, C) (note that the term 'nearest' refers to an ordering; for metric information, see [ll] ). The following facts will be used several times:
(1) If S # 0 is finite and if b E X, then p( 6, co(S)) exists and it equals the infimum of S in db [17,3.2 In a uniformizable, binary and S, convex structure X, the nonempty convex closed sets are exactly the ones which have a smallest element in each base-point order. For such a set C, we have a nearest-point function p=p(-, C):X+C with the following property:
(3) p(c) = c for each c E C, p is convexity preserving, and p is continuous if C is compact (in general, p is known only to be 'weakly' continuous).
See [ 17, sections 2-31 for a detailed treatment of these topics. We finally mention a result-implicit in [ 15,2.9 ]-which is also needed below: (4) If C, D are intersecting convex subsets, then cl, C n D = cl,(.C n D) (this is known as the relative closure property). Here, X is metrizable. As cl(H n I) is a convex set (closure-stability, see 2.1) containing m, and mz, we conclude that H n I is dense in I. Similarly, I\H is dense in I. 0
For convenience, let us say that a subset of a topological space is codense if its complement is dense. The relevance of the above fact lies in the following result of [16] , which is a consequence of the selection theorem:
3.2. Theorem. Let X be a metrizable S, convex structure with connected convex sets and with a locally compact underlying space. If X admits a half-space which is both dense and codense, then X is a Hilbert cube manifold.
By way of example, it is easy to see that every infinite dimensional, compact metric convex subset C of a topological vector space admits a dense and codense relative half-space.
The above theorem applies if C is locally convex (then C is metrizable as a convex structure).
Unfortunately,
we have been unable to extend Proposition 3.1 to more complicated convex subsets of a superextension.
We will therefore combine the restricted information of Proposition 3.1 with some infinite dimensional topology. From now on, X denotes a metrizable, binary and S, convex structure such that X is connected and each nontrivial interval in X has a dense and codense relative half-space.
Note by 2.4 (l)-(3) that each polytope of X, and hence each convex subset of X, will be connected. An interval co{ u, v} will be denoted more conveniently by [u, VI. 
If AcX
and TcS, then we put
T(A) ={u E T: A meets [b, u]]

Using binarity and (l), it follows that If A c X is convex and meets Y, then A meets [b, AS(A)].
For u E S, we let pU : X + [b, u] denote the nearest-point function. We have: if T c p;'H,, is nonempty, then p,'H, n [b, A T] is a relatively dense half-space of [b, A T] containing A T (it is also codense if UE T).
(1) (2) (3) Indeed, p;'H, is a half-space of X since p,, is convexity preserving, see 2.4(3). As Tcpi'H,,, we have
ATEco(T)'=p,'H,.
On 
By the selection theorem, there is a continuous f: QT + QT. selecting from E By (7), f maps into p; 'H,. For y E Q7, fix a set U E 021 with U{V: YE VE V}c u, see (6). If y E V, then cv E U, and as U is convex, we conclude that F(y) c U. Now diam U < E by (4), and hence f is e-close to identity. Cl
The main line of our proof of Lemma 3.3 is an induction on the cardinality n of S. For n = 1, use the assumptions and Theorem 3.2. Suppose n > 1, and assume the result to be valid for unions Y of less than n intervals [b, u] .
First case. There is a point u E S with S np,'H,, a proper subset of S.
Proof: We put S,, = S n p;' and S1 = S\S,. Define Q. = Qs,, i.e., Q0 = UvEsO [b, v] . For each u # u in S, we construct in [b, v] Hence, the II is redundant. We (i) f(Y) = p,'H, for all u E S; (ii) f is E-close to identity. We construct a second map as follows. Take covers %, v, as in (4) 
Let g be a continuous selection from G. Then g is e-close to identity (argue as in the Statement) and if y E [b, u] for some u E S then whereas f maps the whole of Y within p;'H,, by (ii) above. We conclude that f and g have disjoint images. Now Y is a union of finitely many intervals [b, u] , u E S, and for each nonempty Tc S, the convex set nuG7 [b, u is an AR, [16, 5.1 The above result may also illustrate how much an abstract convexity with quite reasonable properties can differ from the ordinary vector space convexity.
Main Theorem. Each compact convex set in X with more than one point is homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube.
Proof. By [16,2.5], every two nonproximate (relative to a compatible uniformity) convex sets in X can be separated with a convexity preserving map X -+ R. Starting with two distinct points in a compact convex C c X, we therefore can find an open half-space 0 of X with OnCZ0, C#O.
After maximizing 0 with these properties, we find, in addition, that 0 n C is dense in C. To see that F is lower semi-continuous at x E C, let p be the minimum of all d(x, u) with u E S\S,. Then p > +S, and for each x' with d(x, x') < p -48, we have S,.c S,. Hence AS, < AS,, and it follows that F(x) c F(x'). Lower semi-continuity follows immediately.
Henceforth, we will write
We now show that for x E C, the point x is at less than 6 from F(x). Indeed, as S, and {x} are &-close, we find that co(&) and x are &close. In particular,
AS, E B(x, 6) n F(x).
As was shown in [16] , the multifunction G with . . , C, in a metric locally convex vectorspace is homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube Q provided each Ci, and each intersection of two or more Ci's is homeomorphic to Q. In regard of Lemma 3.3, we are led to ask the following. Let X be a metrizable S, convex structure with connected convex sets. Let Cl,..., C,, be compact convex subsets of X, each intersection of which is homeomorphic to Q. Must U:=, Ci be homeomorphic to Q? Even if X is binary, the question remains unsolved, since in Lemma 3.3 we used some additional condition concerning dense and codense half-spaces.
(2) Let 2 be a metric continuum, and let C c A(Z) be convex, topologically complete, and nowhere locally compact. The main result of this paper may suggest that C will then be homeomorphic to the separable Hilbert space. The following example (which I owe to Jan van Mill) shows that the situation is more complicated.
Let Z = Q, and fix a sequence X, of closed pairwise disjoint subsets, such that for each n, int X,, = 4; X, is (l/n)-dense in Q.
Now each X', is a closed half-space of A(Q), and hence the set is convex and Gs. Both C and A( Q)\C are dense in A( 0). Hence C is nowhere locally compact and complete. Its complement, l_l, Xz, is easily seen to be a a-Z-set which is not continuum-wise connected, being the union of countably many pairwise disjoint continua.
Hence, by a result of Curtis [3] , C cannot be homeomorphic to I,,. We note that by [ 1, Theorem 3.51, the convex set C satisfies C x C = Z2.
(3) Let X be a Q-manifold with a metrizable S, convexity, where convex sets are connected.
Does there exist a dense and codense half-space in X (compare Theorem 3.2)?
